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•  Supports a variety of compute resources  
-  CPUs, GPUs, SPUs, accelerators 
-  Unifies programming for devices that have very different environments 
-  Provides uniform interface to non-fixed platforms (e.g. PC/Mac) 

• Open standard 
-  Many vendors will support directly 
-  Potential for 3rd party implementations if no vendor support 
-  Embedded platform support in spec 

• Concurrent programming model 
-  Command queue(s) per device with support for dependencies across queues 
-  Data parallel and SIMD support in a portable notation, superior to intrinsics 
-  Low-level programming model, minimalist abstractions 
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• Want to show actual game code… 
-  OpenCL implementations are just being built 
-  Too early to bolt into a complete game for GDC’09 
-  Next best thing:  take a system from production game and port to OpenCL 
-  Exercises a healthy cross-section of OpenCL’s features 

•  Skate. “Ropa” cloth system 
-  Particle system with Verlet integrator and constraint algorithms (2 in demo) 
-  I didn’t write it, but I did optimize it for console platforms 

•  Extracted into standalone “RopaDemo” 
-  Assets captured directly from game 
-  Got standard C++ scalar code running in demo first 
-  Four algorithms: 
-  Verlet integrator (basic motion and gravity) 
-  Driver constraint (enforces inner shape of model) 
-  Particle-to-particle distance constraint (spring system) 
-  Write back (output to vertex buffer) 
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•  Skate. architecture 
-  Simulation thread (game logic, physics, animation, online) 
-  Presentation thread (rendering, audio, effects, animation) 
-  Task-based worker queue system (“job manager”) 
-  Partially ordered directed dependency graph of “jobs” 
-  Many systems sharing worker queue, cloth is just one 

•  Cloth part of the rendering pipeline 
-  Input from physics (character motion) and skinning (model motion) 
-  Final vertex positions output to GPU input (double buffered) 
-  Cloth task dependent on skinning task, and rendering task dependent on cloth task 
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•  Some things I wanted to achieve: 
-  Minimize disruption to original code 
-  Keep original implementation running 
-  Be able to switch between OpenCL and original implementations per algorithm 
-  Encapsulate all “OpenCL-ness” outside of original implementation files 
-  Experiment with parallelism in the algorithms 

• Created RopaHarness class 
-  Encapsulates demo code, keeping it independent of demo application and portable 
-  Implements all of the OpenCL interface 
-  Implements the OpenGL rendering 

• Created lightweight C++ wrappers for OpenCL API 
-  Khronos is creating “official” C++ bindings – I did not use these 
-  Wrapped only what saved me typing 
-  Destructors are very handy 
-  Not a study in good design practice 

-  Assisted in allowing the demo to support multiple modes of parallelism 
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•  Not a graphics demo 
-  Used OpenGL to cobble together quick & dirty renderer 
-  No fancy shaders here 

-  Experimented with OpenCL/GL interop 
-  cloth outputs to GL vertex & colour buffer 

-  Colours are diagnostic output from the driver constraint, 
showing where it is having an effect 

•  Minimal user input 
-  Left/right mouse rotates around Y-axis 
-  Up/down mouse changes gravity 
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• A few things may not be obvious from a quick overview of the spec… 

-  Each OpenCL device bound to a context gets its own command queue 
-  How “device” is defined is intentionally flexible 
-  Multiple command queues can be created per device 

-  Each OpenCL program can export multiple kernels 
-  RopaDemo has a single “ropa.cl” file that contains all kernels 

-  Each OpenCL program is compiled separately against all of the devices requested  
-  All the requested devices must be within a single context 
-  A separate build log can be retrieved for each device 
-  Multiple build calls for different devices can be made, allowing separate build options 

-  OpenCL does not provide full reflection of kernel interfaces in 1.0 
-  Kernel name, argument count and compiled work group sizing are available 
-  Argument names and types are not available (being considered for future revisions) 
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•  Skate. ran all 4 cloth algorithms in 1 “job” 
-  Cloth job performed all algorithms sequentially & iteratively 
-  Cloth job followed skinning job, rendering followed cloth job 
-  Demo does not including skinning 
-  Demo has only simple OpenGL renderer 

• OpenCL encourages subdivision into “work-
items” for parallelism 
-  Each algorithm wants to “go wide” in a different dimension 
-  Dimensions in demo:  particles, vertices, constraints 
-  Each may need to iterate 

-  Therefore:   
-  4 OpenCL kernels, one per algorithm 
-  Each kernel becomes an OpenCL task 
-  Tasks are sequenced in a chain 
-  Iteration can be done via multiple tasks per kernel 
-  Each task can be one or more work-items 
-  Host does not intervene between tasks 
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•  4 algorithms → 4 OpenCL C kernels: 
-  Verlet Integrator 
-  Distance constraint 
-  Driver constraint 
-  Writeback 

•  4 versions of each kernel (Task vs. DP and Scalar vs. Vector): 
-  “Task” mode (1 work item loops over all data) 

-  “Data parallel” mode (many work items) 

-  “Scalar” implementation 
-  “Array of structures” style coding (i.e. float4 is “xyzw”, processed 1-at-a-time) 

-  “Vector” implementation 
-  “Structure of arrays” style coding (i.e. float4 is “xxxx” or “yyyy” or “zzzz”) 
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• Creating context, devices, and command queues 
-  This is once-per-application stuff 
-  Represents half the code in small demos, making them look more complicated than necessary 

•  Loading code, compiling programs, retrieving kernels 
-  RopaDemo loads “ropa.cl” source from file system 
-  Chose to put all kernels in one file, no includes 
-  Makes interpreting line numbers in compiler error log easier 

-  Creates a single cl_program object, calls clBuildProgram to compile source 
-  Multiple build calls useful for per device or class-of-device #ifdef (e.g. CPU vs GPU) 

-  Kernels are retrieved from program after compilation via clCreateKernel 

• Creating cl_memobj buffer objects 
-  Ropa had already allocated, loaded and initialized all its data buffers 
-  CL memory buffer objects are all created using the existing data buffers in-place 
-  No data is copied, no additional buffers are allocated in host memory 
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• Characteristics of the algorithms 
-  Due to existing design, algorithm parameters were already well contained in blocks 
-  Computation-per-call designed to be high; algorithms are highly regular, i.e. minimal branching 
-  Data already organized as contiguous arrays 
-  Results are either used by the next algorithm or aren’t needed right away 

-  Note that these characteristics are good for concurrency in any system 

• Used polymorphic functors to replace function calls 
-  Defined four new interfaces for use by existing Ropa code 
-  Objects used so that CL context information can be conveyed transparently to Ropa system 
-  Virtual function and OpenCL dispatch overhead is minimized by high computation-per-call 

• Semantic change:  functors do not guarantee completion upon their 
return 
-  Functors take an event parameter representing the previous operation 
-  Functors return an event representing its operation 
-  WaitFunc takes an event and blocks the host until the event has completed 
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•  Transition from calling a function to enqueuing a kernel 
-  Demo has only simple case of 1:1 dependency, so only tracks the last enqueued cl_event 

• A function call like this: 
         this->TCVIntegrate(dt, deltaPos); 

•  Turns into an enqueue operation like this: 
-  Extra parameters are member variables the functor cannot access directly 

         if (mIntegratorFunc != NULL) 
             event = (*mIntegratorFunc)(event, dt, deltaPos, mGravity, 
                                        mTuningParameters, mState); 

-  The host code can still optionally be used by adding some buffer management: 

         else 
          { 
              this->LockBuffers(); 
              this->TCVIntegrate(dt, deltaPos); 
              this->UnlockBuffers();  
          } 
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• By passing last event enqueued to next operation as a dependency, a chain 
of tasks is created 
-  Steps are easily added or omitted 
-  Buffer read/write/acquire/release operations fit in seamlessly 
-  Waits can be injected in order to allow host code to execute 
-  Operations can be enqueued on any command queues in the same context 
-  Host does not have to participate in chain and can do other work while it executes 
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• Data buffer management in OpenCL is done through cl_mem 
buffer objects 
-  Two options are available for how the memory is managed 
-  Use host pointer:  Host buffer memory is provided and owned by the user’s code 
-  Alloc host pointer:  OpenCL runtime allocates host buffer memory from the system 

• RopaDemo uses “CL_MEM_USE_HOST_PTR” option exclusively 
-  Data was already loaded, laid out, aligned and set up for the original host C++ algorithms 
-  Created a simple CLBuffer wrapper object to do what I needed… 

struct CLBuffer  
{ 
 cl_mem mBuffer; 
 void*   mSource; 
 size_t mBytes; 

 CLBuffer();     // constructs as a null buffer 
 ~CLBuffer();     // releases buffer if not null 
 void Create (cl_context, void*, size_t, cl_mem_flags);// creates CL buffer object 
 void SetAsArg (cl_kernel, unsigned index) const;  // sets buffer as kernel argument 
 void Map (cl_command_queue) const;   // synchronously map buffer for read/write 
 void Unmap (cl_command_queue) const;   // undo mapping of buffer 
 void Release ();     // explicitly release buffer if not null 

}; 
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• Read/write array buffers 
-  Vertices 
-  Particles 
-  ParticleDebug (colours) 

• Read array buffers 
-  Constraints 
-  Index array mapping vertices → particles 
-  Index array mapping particles → vertices 

• Parameter blocks 
-  Integrator state (mutable state) 
-  Constraint tuning parameters (good candidate for __constant memory) 
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•  Two vertex buffer objects (double buffered) 
-  Demo’s GL renderer creates a pair of position/colour buffers 

• Without CL/GL interop 
-  Next GL buffer is explicitly mapped using glMapBuffer for duration of cloth calculation 
-  At end of cloth calculation a CL read buffer operation is enqueued to copy into GL buffer 
-  Host waits for read to complete before calling glUnmapBuffer and starting draw 

• With CL/GL interop 
-  CL vertex buffer object is created from GL buffer object using clCreateFromGLBuffer 
-  Add clEnqueueAcquireGLObjects prior to enqueuing WriteBack kernel 
-  Add clEnqueueReleaseGLObjects after the WriteBack kernel is enqueued 
-  The host does not need to wait on, nor map/unmap the GL buffer 

• DirectX interop bindings are being defined, analogous to OpenGL interop 
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• Kernel arguments are passed via clSetKernelArg 
-  Argument list is stateful, i.e. once set it does not need to be re-set 
-  Global and local work group size also need to be specified when enqueuing kernel 

• Demo’s kernels have first 5 arguments in common 
-  Utility function InvokeKernel sets common arguments and enqueues kernel 

• Functors set additional arguments prior to calling 
InvokeKernel 
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void InvokeKernel (CLKernel& kernel, EventID event) 
{ 
 cl_int numparticles = mNumParticles; 
 size_t *global_work_size = mGlobalWorkSizes[mDevice][kernel.mIndex][mMode]; 
 size_t *local_work_size = mLocalWorkSizes[mDevice][kernel.mIndex][mMode]; 

 cl_kernel k = kernel.Get(mKernelMode);  // Get CL object from wrapper 
 mCLIntegratorState.SetAsArg(k, 0);   // Use buffer wrappers to set 
 mCLConstraintTuningParameters.SetAsArg(k, 1);// themselves as arguments 
 mCLParticles.SetAsArg(k, 2); 
 mCLParticlesDebug.SetAsArg(k, 3); 

 this->SetKernelArg(kernel, 4, sizeof(numparticles), &numparticles); 

 clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(q, k, 1, NULL, global_work_size, local_work_size,    
                 numEvents, eventlist, &kevent); 

} 

EventID opencl_RopaIntegrator::operator() (EventID event, float dt,  
   const Matrix44& deltaPos, const Vector4& gravity,  
   const ConstraintTuningParameters& ctp, IntegratorState& istate) 
{ 
 mCLInterface->SetKernelBufferArg(mKernel, 5, mCLInterface->mCLVertexMapping); 
 mCLInterface->SetKernelArg(mKernel, 6, sizeof(deltaPos), &deltaPos); 
 mCLInterface->SetKernelArg(mKernel, 7, sizeof(gravity), &gravity); 
 mCLInterface->SetKernelArg(mKernel, 8, sizeof(dt), &dt); 
 return mCLInterface->InvokeKernel(mKernel, event); 
} 
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• Very simple algorithm 
-  Read from particle array 
-  Conditionally perform some math 
-  Write back to particle array, initialize debug array to defaults 

• All array elements can be computed completely in parallel 
__kernel void scalar_integrator ( 
  __global IntegratorState *iState, __constant ConstraintTuningParameters *ctp, 
  __global Particle *particles, __global ParticleDebug *particlesDebug, int numparticles,  
  __global ushort *indices, float16 deltaPos, float4 gravity, float dt) 

{ 
 uint numstrands = get_global_size(0); 
 uint pCount = (uint)(numparticles + numstrands - 1) / numstrands; 
 uint pIdx = (uint)get_global_id(0) * pCount; 
 float4 acc = gravity * dt * dt; 

 while (pCount-- > 0) 
 { 
     if (pIdx < numparticles)  // test to ensure we're not beyond the end of the array 
     { 
         perform_integrator(pIdx, deltaPos, acc, dt, particles, particlesDebug, indices, iState, ctp); 
         pIdx += 1; 
     } 
     else 
         return; 
 } 

} 
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void perform_integrator (int pIdx, float16 deltaPos, float4 gravity_impulse, float dt, 
  __global Particle* particles, __global ParticleDebug* particlesDebug, __global short* indices, 
  __global IntegratorState *iState, __constant ConstraintTuningParameters *ctp) 

{ 
 float4 curPos, curPrevPos, nextPos; 
 curPos = particles[pIdx].mPos; 
 curPrevPos = particles[pIdx].mPrevPos; 

 float verticalSpeedRatio = (1.0f - ctp->mVerticalSpeedDampening); 

 // TIME CORRECTED VERLET  
 // xi+1 = xi + (xi - xi-1) * (dti / dti-1) + a * dti * dti 
 particlesDebug[pIdx].mColor = tRGBA(1.0f,1.0f,1.0f,1.0f); 
 particlesDebug[pIdx].mLength = 0.0f; 

 if ((indices[pIdx]) >= 0 && (curPrevPos.w > 0.0f)) 
 { 
     nextPos = curPos; 
     nextPos -= curPrevPos; 
     nextPos *= dt / iState->mLastDT; 
     nextPos.y *= verticalSpeedRatio; 
     nextPos += gravity_impulse; 

     particles[pIdx].mPrevPos = curPos; 
     particles[pIdx].mPos = curPos + nextPos; 
 } 

} 
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•  Simple algorithm, indexed gather 
-  Indexed reads of positions from source particles and colours 
-  Transform of position by 4x4 matrix 
-  Sequential writes to output vertex array 

• All array elements can be computed completely in parallel 
-  Input elements may be read multiple times 
-  Output elements are guaranteed to be output once each 

•  Transform position point by 4x4 matrix: 
	float4 vec_transform_point (float16 m, float4 v)	
	{   // note use of vector swizzling:	
	    float4 result = mad(v.xxxx, m.s0123, m.sCDEF);	
	           result = mad(v.yyyy, m.s4567, result);	
	           result = mad(v.zzzz, m.s89AB, result);	
	    return result;	
	}	
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void perform_writeback (int vertindex, float16 mat,  
  __global ushort* indices, __global float4* vertices,  
  __global Particle* particles, __global ParticleDebug* particlesDebug) 
{ 
 // output vertex draws from particle specified by its corresponding entry in indices 
 ushort particleindex = indices[vertindex]; 

 // transform particle position by matrix 
 float4 p = vec_transform_point(mat, particles[particleindex].mPos); 

 // vertices are XYZc  where c is a 4 byte integer colour 
 vertices[vertindex] = p; 

 __global uchar16 *colours = (__global uchar16 *)vertices; 
 colours[vertindex].sCDEF = particlesDebug[particleindex].mColor; 
} 
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• More complex algorithm, simple memory access pattern 
-  Reads from 4 arrays (particles, debug, constraints & drivers) in sequential order 
-  Performs conditional calculations on 3D coordinates 
-  Writes back particles and debug colours, all elements read & written exactly once 
-  No indexing necessary (scalar version indexes, vector version optimizes it away) 

• All array elements can be computed completely in parallel 
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• Kernel is called per-constraint instead of per-particle 
- Constraint specifies two particle indices 
- Particles are referenced multiple times and order is important 

• Distance constraints are grouped into “octets” (sets of 8) 
- An octet is guaranteed to not reference any particle more than once 
-  All constraints in an octet may therefore be computed concurrently 

- Octets must be computed sequentially and each must write it’s results 
before next begins 
-  Each octet synchronizes with a kernel barrier before proceeding to next octet 
-  Work group count and size is severely limited (discussed later) 

• Implements a simple spring-mass system 
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• Code is too complex for a slide, but the branching structure is: 
… some math to compute distance between particles 
if (particles are not co-incident) { 
    if (particles are closer than constraint min) { 
        … some math compute how far to push 
  if (particle 1 not locked) 
            … push particle 1 
        else 
            … adjust how far to push particle 2 
  if (particle 2 not locked) 
            … push particle 2 
    } 
    else if (particles are farther than constraint max) { 
        … some math compute how far to pull 
  if (particle 1 not locked) 
            … pull particle 1 
        else 
            … adjust how far to pull particle 2 
  if (particle 2 not locked) 
            … pull particle 2 
    } 
} 
barrier(CLK_GLOBAL_MEM_FENCE); 
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•  Some hardware deals significantly better with vector or SIMD style 
programming 
-  Vectorization of Ropa for PS3 and XBox360 resulted in a 10x performance improvement 
-  OpenCL C provides a nice (and portable!) notation for this style of coding 

•  “Structure of Arrays” (SoA) Math 
-  In-memory format not changed, still stored as “Array of Structures” (AoS) interleaved form 

-  SoA operates on multiple particles at a time (4 or 8 in the case of Ropa’s algorithms) in strict 
SIMD fashion 

-  Transforms from AoS → SoA after loading from memory, and transforms back again prior to 
storing to memory (if necessary) 

•  Two key techniques employed:  transpose & select 
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•  4x4 transpose is used to convert between AoS and SoA 
-  Four float4 AoS values loaded from memory into one float16 
-  Transpose converts to four float4 SoA values 

    

   float16 transpose (float16 m)  
   { 
       float16 t; 
       t.even = m.lo;      t.odd = m.hi; 
       m.even = t.lo;      m.odd = t.hi; 
       return m; 
   } 
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•  Select instead of branch 
-  Branching is bad as it breaks the ability for SIMD hardware to be used, introduces pipeline 

stalls and scheduling islands 
-  The select(a,b,c) operation efficiently chooses between “a” and “b” based on “c” 
-  Comparisons like isgreater(a,b) are set up to output “c” 
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void perform_vector_integrator (float4 vdt_ratio, float4 acc, int numparticles, int pIdx, 
 __global Particle *ptrParticle, __global ParticleDebug *ptrParticleDebug, __global uint *mapped) 

{ 
 // initialize particle debug array 
 uint8 pdInit; pdInit.even = ~0; pdInit.odd = 0;  *(__global uint8 *)(ptrParticleDebug) = pdInit; 

 float16 curPos, curPrevPos;  // load particle position and previous position 
 curPos.s0123 = ptrParticle[0].mPos;  curPrevPos.s0123 = ptrParticle[0].mPrevPos; 
 curPos.s4567 = ptrParticle[1].mPos;  curPrevPos.s4567 = ptrParticle[1].mPrevPos; 
 curPos.s89ab = ptrParticle[2].mPos;  curPrevPos.s89ab = ptrParticle[2].mPrevPos; 
 curPos.scdef = ptrParticle[3].mPos;  curPrevPos.scdef = ptrParticle[3].mPrevPos; 

 curPos = transpose(curPos);  // transpose Aos -> SoA 
 curPrevPos = transpose(curPrevPos); 

 // extract locked flags for particles 
 uint4 mask = (uint4)isgreater(curPrevPos.scdef, (float4)0.0f) & ~ComputeMappedMask(mapped); 

 // TIME CORRECTED VERLET  
 float4 next_x = ((curPos.s0123 - curPrevPos.s0123) * vdt_ratio + (curPos.s0123 + acc.x)); 
 float4 next_y = ((curPos.s4567 - curPrevPos.s4567) * vdt_ratio + (curPos.s4567 + acc.y)); 
 float4 next_z = ((curPos.s89ab - curPrevPos.s89ab) * vdt_ratio + (curPos.s89ab + acc.z)); 

 // select between unchanged (if locked) and new location (if not locked) 
 curPrevPos.s0123 = select(curPrevPos.s0123, curPos.s0123, mask); 
 curPrevPos.s4567 = select(curPrevPos.s4567, curPos.s4567, mask); 
 curPrevPos.s89ab = select(curPrevPos.s89ab, curPos.s89ab, mask); 
 curPos.s0123 = select(curPos.s0123, next_x, mask); 
 curPos.s4567 = select(curPos.s4567, next_y, mask); 
 curPos.s89ab = select(curPos.s89ab, next_z, mask); 

 curPos = transpose(curPos);  // transpose SoA -> AoS 
 curPrevPos = transpose(curPrevPos); 

 ptrParticle[0].mPos = curPos.s0123;  ptrParticle[0].mPrevPos = curPrevPos.s0123; // store particles back 
 ptrParticle[1].mPos = curPos.s4567;  ptrParticle[1].mPrevPos = curPrevPos.s4567; 
 ptrParticle[2].mPos = curPos.s89ab;  ptrParticle[2].mPrevPos = curPrevPos.s89ab; 
 ptrParticle[3].mPos = curPos.scdef;  ptrParticle[3].mPrevPos = curPrevPos.scdef; 

} 
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•  Four times as much state is being processed at once in SoA style 
computation 
-  This puts about 4x as much ‘pressure’ on the hardware register file 
-  Sometimes less because ‘W’ of XYZW can be omitted 
-  Sometimes more because using select requires holding state from both code paths 

•  The impact of this increased pressure depends on hardware details 
-  Size of register file 
-  How the register file is partitioned between compute units 
-  Details of ISA (e.g. destructive vs. non-destructive operands) 

•  These details and compiler’s capabilities will govern whether a scalar or 
vector implementation is better 
-  Consider implementing both and choosing at runtime based on the available device 
-  Compiler revisions can and do change this decision 
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•  Some devices & compilers are capable of transforming scalar code into 
vector code automatically 
-  Conversions of this nature tend to be fragile (i.e. user code can confuse or overwhelm it) 

• OpenCL’s work-item paradigm provides up to 3 dimensions of iteration 
-  Provides compiler & hardware with knowledge and control of this iteration 
-  Encourages user code to leverage this 

• Compiler usually has more device-specific knowledge than the user 
-  Particularly if the code is written to be portable 
-  Just-in-time compilation can take advantage of unpredictable platform details 
-  MMX, SSE1, SSE2, SSE3, SSE4, SSE4.1, SSE4.2, AVX, etc. 
-  GPUs and other accelerators 
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•  Three of the four Ropa algorithms are completely data parallel 
-  No need for local memory or kernel barriers, so work group size could be 1 
-  Doesn’t mean it should be 1 
-  GPU does substantially better with large work group sizes 

-  Largest work group size varies per device and per kernel 
-  This value is retrieved via clGetKernelWorkGroupInfo 
-  Smaller work group sizes (by a small integer factor) may allow multiple groups to map to the 

compute units simultaneously, allowing them to overlap execution and hide latency 

• Guiding work item count with number of compute units in device 
-  Number of compute units can be retrieved via clGetDeviceInfo 
-  Number of global work items should generally exceed number of compute units by some factor 
-  For CPUs this factor is typically small (i.e. 2-4x) 
-  For GPUs this factor is typically large (i.e. 100x) 
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•  The distance constraint has a hard limit on the amount of parallelism 
-  Game assets were arranged to allow only 8 constraints to process in parallel 
-  Must synchronize after each octet 

•  Synchronization or local memory sharing requires work-items to be in the 
same work group 
-  Therefore can only have 1 work group with maximum size of 8, major bottleneck 

•  Larger assets can be arranged to have larger sets of parallel constraints 
-  For testing purposes the demo app creates a larger asset by replicating data 
-  Somewhat applicable to ‘real’ larger assets because a constraint only references 2 particles 
-  Fully applicable if many assets can be submitted as a single operation 

-  Result of scaled asset (25x particles) was better than four-fold increase in particle throughput 
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•  Experiments were done on pre-alpha implementations 
-  Premature to draw definite conclusions on particular sizing strategies 

• Make it configurable per kernel, per device 
-  Be prepared to do empirical testing, possibly on end user machine as part of auto-tune step 
-  Don’t count on finding a formulaic way of computing the ideal work group counts and sizes 

•  The larger the data set processed per kernel, the better 
-  If you’re not doing thousands, possibly many thousands, then the GPU isn’t going to win 
-  Look at how to gang all your assets together as a single submission 
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• OpenCL implementations are too early to give concrete numbers 
-  Vendors made great strides in implementation as I create this demo 

• Nonetheless: 
-  All kernels ran asynchronously with the host C++ code 
-  RopaDemo just didn’t have anything interesting to be doing with that time 

-  OpenCL C kernels on CPU outperformed host C++ code (even in task mode) 
-  Useful CPU scaling across multiple cores was observed 
-  CPU vector implementation outperformed scalar version (hard on x86!) 
-  Code generation here was immature and lots of improvement is expected 

-  GPU successfully off-loaded work from CPU… running the same code! 
-  CL/GL interop improved performance of GPU version 
-  GPU total execution time was not noteworthy at present time on these data sets 
-  Little effort was spent investigating where the bottlenecks are 
-  Compilers are maturing quickly and may change the story dramatically 
-  Hardware is evolving rapidly to be more flexible and adept at OpenCL code 
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•  Extracted a production subsystem and assets from Skate. 
-  Adjusted tasking model by splitting along algorithm lines 

• Converted multiple algorithms to OpenCL C 
-  First observation:  its real and it works! 
-  Scalar and vector versions of each algorithm 

•  Integrated OpenCL C kernels into existing system with minimal disruption 
-  All OpenCL calls and types were encapsulated and not visible to existing system 
-  Used CL/GL interop 

•  Experimented with concurrency options on both CPU and GPU devices 
-  The same code, for both scalar and vector versions, runs on both CPU and GPU 


